
Unwrapped (Clear Security Holiday Book 2) By Ainsley St. Claire A great book that is hot.

Getting The Love They Didn’t Know They Needed - Have you ever looked forward to reading a book
so much that you switched off your cell phone and unplugged your home phone? That is what I did
today when I started reading this book because I knew it was going to be fantastic. I suggest you
carve out a few hours where you will not be interrupted before you start as the angst and suspense
will keep you on the edge of your seat the intimate moments will have you hot under the collar and
the way all the character worked together will leave you elated. Just full of drama tension and
action! From start to finish I was on the edge of my seat once again Ainsley has magically captured
her characters and thrown all kinds of things at them! Absolutely loved this book and definitely
going on my favourite list of 2020 and on my all time favourite list too. Claire This magnificent book
is number two in the Clear Security Holiday this story is about Fiona and Bash we met Fiona back in
Landon’s book and we have seen glimpses of her along the Tec Billionaire series she is fearless and
strong she is a fixer she knows how to handle herself and has a past that it’s threatening her
present; Bash on the other hand is working every moment he has in Clear Security as bodyguard he
is not looking for a serious relationship he just want to have fun… that until he meets his match and
finds out the maybe being with someone isn’t so bad. Fiona doesn’t believe in love neither does Bash
that brings them together on a rollercoaster of emotions and situation in which they both will need
to rely on the other and learn that they are a team now and something more. Bash is absolutely
adorable when he is trying not to be jealous the way suddenly he is referring to her as his woman it’s
so great I mean we get to see how he changes his life without realizing it also how he is so great
dealing with Fiona’s past I’m in love with this one. Fiona has a backstory that is so interesting and
intriguing her family is involved in some shady business and she is a respectable lawyer and owns
her own business by fixing other people’s problems I loved her interactions with her dad and how
she was one step ahead always also she little by little let Bash inside her mind and heart that was
beautiful to watch. Claire does it but she keeps coming up with these wonderful story lines and is
able to weave the characters from one book to another without getting the reader lost! Clear
Security is the organization that helps protect the Billionaires. Claire Ainsley St Claire is a Romantic
Suspense Contemporary Romance Author and Adventurer on a lifelong mission to craft sultry
storylines and steamy love scenes that captivate her readers. A scotch aficionada and lover of good
food (especially melt in your mouth velvety chocolate) St Claire has an appreciation for th Ainsley St
Claire is a Romantic Suspense Contemporary Romance Author and Adventurer on a lifelong mission
to craft sultry storylines and steamy love scenes that captivate her readers. com {site_link} ��ONE
CHART TOPPING TREAT��Blazing buzzards! Ainsley breaks bad with this spectacularly composed
debacle weaving in blatant treachery strategic blackmail and cunning manipulations highlighting the
thrill of the chase and skill of the hunt keeping you riveted on a razors edge propelling this hot little
number to a whole new level. Anarchy and serendipity descend in a flurry of clever strategy and
confusion ripping through barriers and crushing perimeters restrictions are amplified and expanded
observing the taxing struggles and pulse racing triumphs noting the deadly twists and stunning
turns blasting this bad boy to life brilliantly. Unleashing brutal tactics relentless pursuits and
ruthless decisions reaching deep for every fiber of strength in a fierce surge of preservation and
determination bursting this jewel into a tailspin with mind-blowing results merging this gem
together seamlessly. The characters banter dialogue interactions and charged atmosphere along
with relatable qualities and individual traits blend and flow adding depth and diversity transforming
into outstanding personalities. Claire I really enjoyed the one book I read by this author this time
last year so when this popped up on Booksprout and I realised it was the next in the series I grabbed
the chance to read it. I don’t know if it was a culture thing (I might be too naive and innocent to have
got all the BDSM references) or a slight language difference between the US and UK English? I
persevered through it and once I was into the story I became familiar with the author’s style of
writing. There were still a few events that I didn’t follow when Fiona was getting technical about
some of the cases she was covering but I decided these intricate details weren’t essential for me



enjoying the book as a whole. This is the second book in the Clear Security Holiday Series and it
stars Fiona who we have met in other books by this author in the Clear Security Series she is an
Irish spitfire lawyer. Bash I work hard as a senior member of Clear Security with plenty of hard work
and determination but when Fiona McPhee’s father’s past transgressions threaten to take her down
I can’t help but step in and help,

But he wants more with her but Fiona has some HUGE secrets that make it impossible for a life
together, This story was a very interesting story and I enjoyed getting to know all the characters in
this story: I love how the author interweaves her characters from her other series and how all the
characters know each other. I loved how hard and fast Bash falls for Fiona and I love how strong a
character Fiona is. Bash is really there for Fiona and I fell hard for him as well. This story has a very
interesting mafia aspect which I was not expecting and its very light on the mafia aspect. I usually
don’t love mafia romances but this one I did not mind because the author did something very
different with it as it related to the storyline. Claire This is the second book in the Clear Security
Holiday Series, If you've read any of the other book in the Clear Security Series you'll recognize
some of the characters. This is a book that easy to get into and hard to get out of, So grab a
comfortable spot where you won't be disturbed and dig it, You need to make this book one of your
weekend reads as you won’t want to stop reading once you start: I received an ARC of this book from
Booksprout and I am voluntarily leaving a review: Claire From start to finish I was on the edge of my
seat once again Ainsley has magically captured her characters and thrown all kinds of things at
them!!!Absolutely unputdownable: I totally recommend this one you’re going to love it and you won’t
want it to end. I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a
review, I lost myself while reading their story and what a story Fiona had, And then when they could
deny it no longer the fireworks began to fly. With a huge obstacle in their way Sebastian was not
going to let it stop them from being together Fiona felt that their love was not destined to be forever:
I was on pins and needles waiting to see what their ending would be. When Ainsley writes another
Billion Scandals book I can forget about the world and problems and settle in for a glorious ride and
what a thrilling ride this book was: Claire Love this series! If you like romance with suspence then
you will love this book: Claire other series: the Tech Billionaires and the Billionaire Venture
Capitalists. they're too good not to read them all!) The characters are rich and live lavish lifestyles
but this of course puts their lives in danger as well: Fiona a lawyer/fixer that has worked with the
team before is front and center in this book. She is working with Bash a member of the Clear
Security team, He wants nothing more than to protect Fiona and fix her international crime
connections at the same time, An avid reader since the age of four Ainsley’s love of books knew no
genre, After reading came her love of writing fully immersing herself in the colorful impassioned
world of contemporary romance, When she isn’t being a bookworm or typing away her next story on
her computer Ainsley enjoys spending quality time with her loved ones. She is happily married to her
incredible soulmate and is a proud mother of two rambunctious boys, An avid reader since the age of
four Ainsley’s love of books knew no genre, After reading came her love of writing fully immersing
herself in the colorful impassioned world of contemporary romance. When she isn’t being a
bookworm or typing away her next story on her computer Ainsley enjoys spending quality time with
her loved ones. She is happily married to her incredible soulmate and is a proud mother of two
rambunctious boys. A scotch aficionada and lover of good food (especially melt in your mouth velvety
chocolate) St Claire has an appreciation for the finer things without pretention: Travel and
adventure have taken her around the world getting inspiration for many of her stories from the
characters she meets and observes along the way. To find out about Ainsley St Claire both creatively
and personally feel free to visit her official website at {site_link} www: St Claire always loves to
hear from her readers so feel free to reach out via ainsley@ainsleystclaire, The scenes are strikingly
sharp with abundant details and graphic descriptions creating an elaborate backdrop that feels as
though you were transported to ground zero with them, Remarkable job Ainsley thanks for sharing
this amazing thrill with us, Claire This book is a little different from the other Tech



Billionaires/Venture capitalist series in a few ways, First Fiona is the center of the story and she is
decisive unyielding and brilliant at what she does in her investigations and fixing things for her
clients, Her role in the book has her in more of a power position than most novels of this type: The
three main cases that Fiona and Bash’s security firm are working on are what makes this book a real
page turner. We don’t really have the ability to predict who might be responsible - just like in a real
investigation, When I look back in everything that was involved in the story from maximum security
prison to the office Christmas party not a word is wasted: The two of them seemed a little robotic in
the relationship. They spoke the right words and did the best of the “dirty” deeds but the after talk
seemed too clinical rather than intimate to me. The story involving Fiona’s background made this
extra interesting and added to the quality of the book, I received a free copy of this book and am
voluntarily leaving a review, Even though it covers some tough topics it is still quite a light read, The
feel of the book was much darker however than the one I read last year. That was all holiday spirit
and romance whereas this was crime and BDSM!The first chapter had me a bit befuddled; there was
a lot of terminologies that I didn’t understand: The book is fast-paced and there is so much drama
going on it doesn’t let up: I devoured this so fast as I wanted to know what was going to happen with
Fiona and whether she could get her happy ever after with Bash, There are plenty of blush moments
but they are fitting to the story and overall this was a fantastic read, I look forward to next year’s
offering when I can delve back into this world once more!Thanks for reading! If you want to see
more of my reviews visit www. Claire I received a free ARC copy of this book from the author prior
to release and am voluntarily leaving a review: This story puts her with Bash who runs Clear
Security with Jim who starred in this first Holiday Series book: Bash is a playboy of sorts until he
meets and gets to know Fionasteamy and guaranteed to get your juices flowing: Well written with
exciting characters and an engaging story line. I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout
and am voluntarily leaving a review. Claire

It’s supposed to be the most wonderful time of the year… Fiona My holidays don’t seem like they can
get any worse: As San Francisco’s preeminent fixer I don’t have time to celebrate until Bash Pontius
convinces me to embrace the season. He may have solved my holiday blues but he’s created another
problem, With a washboard stomach and his push to protect me I’ve managed to fall for a man who
doesn’t do long-term relationships, I see beyond the Irish siren’s leather veneer and she has me
reevaluating long term relationships, Unwrapped is the second book in the holiday series Clear
Security Holidays: This is a standalone holiday romance suspense novel but characters from the
Venture Capital series and from Tech Billionaires can be known to make appearances. Ainsley St.
The chemistry between Fiona an Bash was off the charts. I can confirm that I was definitely not
disappointed. Ainsley St. Full of action adventure and romance. Got me hooked from the first
page.Loving this series so far. There is plenty of danger action and a HEA. Has many twists and
turns along the way. A real page-turner. Happy reading everyone!! Ainsley St. Ainsley St. Claire
Fiona and Bash’s story was truly amazing. I loved the way they both danced around their attraction.
Ainsley St. Unwrapped is part of the Clear Security Holiday series. This series came about from St.
All of the books are fantastic. I don't know how St. Although their stories intertwine they can be read
alone. (But don't. People want to hurt them or their businesses. Enter. Clear Security. Bash is also a
fixer and a protective one at that.Ainsley St. Claire is a fabulous author. Very original in her stories
and a masterful story teller. I would highly recommend this book. Ainsley St.ainsleystclaire.com or



follow her on social media (@ainsleystclaire). Ainsley St. Details are revealed as the investigation of
each unfolds.I was glad Fiona warmed up to Bash. Ainsley St.pinkanddizzy.com Ainsley St. Ainsley
St. Unwrapped (Clear Security Holiday Book 2).


